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Proposed
resolution
limits credit
card offers

Spray-painted
snow leaves
questions

Desc;ribe that thing

by Frank Rajkowski
News editor

by Sarah Humphries
Staff writer

Credi t
cards
offering
multiple benefits will have to
stay out of Atwood Memorial
Center if a recommendation
introduced at last week 's
Student Government meeting

passes.
J.R. Root, Student Services
committee
chairman,
introduced the resolution,
asking for the current credit

card sales policy in AMC to
stay in effect , with the
s tipu lation

reserved
advance.

that

two

According

booths

weeks
to

be

in
the

recommendation, the current
policy states credit cards may
only be solicited in AMC if the
card is used for a spec ifi c
purpose, such as a phone card.
With the increased popularity
of the multi-purpose card,
concerns were raised over
whether these types of cards
would violate the policy.
According to Root, a twoweek policy would allow AMC
staff an appropriate amount of
time ,o verify if the type of
card being sold follows current
policy.
"They were Concerned that
the policy would have to be
changed because there are
more universal or multipurpose cards out there," he
said. "If things had to be
looked al, the two week time
period would be sufficient for
it to be looked at and
approved."
'The way the cards are being
advertised, students were
filling out reports just to get the
free mugs and they were
running into credit problems,"
said Josh Lease, public
relations chairman.
"We
thought it was best for the
students to keep that out of
Atwood."
The recommendation was
entered into old business for
further review and debate at
the next Student Government
meeting Thur!iday.

Briefs - 3

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer
Art 131 students describe a sculpture for an assign!Jlent Friday in the lobby
of Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium .

SCS found itself in the middle
of its own whodunit Friday
morni ng when mysterious graffiti
appeared on two snow banks on
the Atwood Mall.
The graffiti spray-painted on
one snowbank read "Heidi and
IGki are Lovers." On the other
snowbank, a pair of initials
appeared separated by a plus
sign. It is not known who is
responsible for the graffiti, but it
was first noticed early Thursday
morning. University Public
Safety removed the graffiti early
Thursday afternoon.
Kyle Scapple, a senior who
works at the Atwood ·Outings
Center, was · setting up a
demonstration booth on the mall
next to one of the snow banks
around 9 a.m. Thursday morning '
when he noticed the graffiti.
The Atwood Outings Center is
an outdoors-oriented recreational
rental center located in Atwood
Memorial Center.
He said reaction to the graffiti
came quickly.
"A groui, of people came out
about I0: 15 a.m. and put a big old sign on top of (the snow bank
with the "lfeidi and K.iki are
lovers" painted on it)," Scapple
said.
See Graffiti/Page 2 ~

Students prepare for Lobby Day at state capitol
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
Wednesday is Lobby Day al the State
Capitol in S1. Paul.
The annual event, sponsored by the
Minnesota State University Student
Association, gives students at the seven
state universities a chance to voice their
concerns lo their elected officials.
The event will begin at 9 a.m . with a
press conference in Room 18 1 of the state
office building. From theie, delegations
from each of the individual campuses will
have an opportunity lo meet with local
legislators from the districts in which
their schools are located. Al 2:30 p.m.
about 20 legislators will address a rally in
the Capitol Rotunda, when students will
also have an opportunity to speak during
an open microphone session.
Lobby Day gives students a chance to

Commentary- 4

prove they are not as apathetic towards
political affairs, Gary Whitney, MSUSA
vice president said. Legislators also
we_lcome student feedback.
"Overall, most of the legislators are
very supportive," Whitney said. "I think
they appreciate students getting involved.
The stereotype is that students don' t vote,
and we' re trying to prove that wrong."
Attendance at lobby day is usually
quite high, although it does not approach
the numbers of people attending the
annual rally at the state capitol in
February, he said.
"We usually see pretty good numbers
(of people)," Whitney said. "We usually
fill the rotunda up pretty well."
Ann Cox, MSUSA legislative affairs
coordinator, said the big issues this year
are the increase in student loans, the
decrease in student grants and the BrendlWeber and Citizen's League commission
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reports which call for a substantial
increase in student tuition and vouchers
for students who attend private schools.
MSUSA opposes both reports, Cox
said.
"The Brend l-Webe r and Citizens
Council recommendations are supposed
to come from a group of citizens, but
they're not really citizens," Cox said.
"Eleven are paid lobbyists."
Cox said she has serious questions
about giving a tuition voucher to every
student in the state as both reports favor.
"None of the reports have addressed
the issue of reciprocity," she said. "What
if I went to Harvard? If vouchers go to all
Minnesota students COu!d I take mine and
use it at a school in another state?''
See Lobby/Page 7
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MnSCU approves SCS
gerontology certificate
SCS becomes one
of two universities in
Minnesota to offer a
certificate in
gerontology
by Jessica Foster
Business editor
A SCS g raduate certificate
program in gerontology was
recently granted approval by
the Minnesota State Colleges
and Universities Board of
Trustees.
The certificate program is
open to any student currently
enrolled in graduate course
work outside of gerontology,
or anyone who already has a
graduate degree, said Linda
Havir,
director
of
the
gerontology program. The
gerontology program is in the
department
of
interdisciplinary studies.
"It's a certificate in aging
studies which compliments
another program. A certificate
in graduate work is almost like
a minor in undergraduate
work," Havir said.
The certificate, which was
:~:~~:. wil?i:evea~hilela:

Accordi ng to 19 91 statist ics,
there are 82 such programs in
the United States. One o f these
programs is in Iowa and the
o ther is
in
Wi scon sin .
Minnesotans seeking this kind
of op~rtu nity have had to
travel a great distance to get it.
" I think it makes a whole 104,
of sense to have thi s
certifi cate. l t gives them (the
students) an area o f knowledge
that c.J,n complement the m,"
Havir said.
•·we get inquiries from
people with lots of different
backgrounds. 'I;'he prog"ram
offers
an
important
opportunity for students with
degrees outside of gerontology
to increase their knowledge of ·
an aging population," said
Rona
Karasik,
assistant
professor of interdisciplinary
studies and coordinator of the
gerontology program.
"We decided we need to
make it flexible and meet the
needs of students. We have a
core content of courses and
courses students can choose
from," Havir said.
"So far we've had some
interest in the certificate,"
Karasik said. "There are a lot
of people who don't even

get under way. "We've been · know about the gerontology
talking for several years. There program at SCS. We have a
is only one other degree minor at the undergraduate
level and a master's program.
program in Minnesota, which
"We're
really
looking
is
at
Mankato
State
forward to the program
University," Havir said.
expanding," she said.

Graffiti: message elicits response: from Page _,_:_

Pat Christman/Assistant photo editor

An alleged homophobic slur was painted on a snowbank Thursday morning on
Atwood Mall. The nature of the graffiti remains uncertain.
The group of people placing the signs in the negative. She added she hoped the signs provided
snow bank were members of a social work class a wake-up call.
meeting in Stewart Hall wh0 found the graffiti to
"I hope this is just an isolated incident, but I
be homophobic. They placed two signs in the think people need to realize that if more
snow bank. One read 'This is homophobic" and statements iike this .are made greater action will be
the other said "Love has no gender."
taken," Louwagie said. "People will not support
Senior Loretta Louwagie, social work, said she acts like this and will stand up against them."
felt the graffiti was offensive.
Taryn Mack, campus coordinator for the
"We felt (the graffiti) made a homophobic Gay/Lesbian/Bisexual/Transgender Resource
statement because I feel who we choose as our Center, said she did not know who placed the
partners is a personal choice," Louwagie said. graffiti on the snow bank or why it was put there
"For someone to write that on a snow bank is and added she does not support public graffiti.
in3.ppropriate."
.
However, she said if the signs placed there made
Louwagie said she would have felt degraded people examine their own altitudes toward
had someone written something like that about her homosexuality, that it was a good thing.
in such a public fashion. She said she heard from
"I think if people felt uncomfortable by it all, I •
a friend that people were commenting on the signs think it gives them an opportunity to examine
she and her classmates had placed in the snow their values and beliefs," Mack said.
bank and the feedback had been both positive and

MSUSA president makes career of service
by Frank Rajkowski
News editor
Some
days,
Minnesota
State
.University
siudent
Association
President Frank Viggiano' s job seems to
face odds so challenging that even the
most rabid gambler in Las Vegas would
shy away from them,
)Vhether it be swaying the opinions of
state lawmakers seemin.gly dead set on
raising tuition, or organizing students
from all seven universities for a rally on
the state capitol, Viggiano said he often
feel s like shouting to have his voice
heard.
"We had a press conference Monday,
and we were giving out press releases on
a bill that would lower tuition and I said
to Eric Eskala (of KTCA's "Almanac")
that this is like the David and Goliath
story," Viggiano said. "You just have to
keep doing those kinds of things. You
don't get anything you want unless you
ask for it. You work hard and you see
results."
Working hard on behalf of students
has been a character trademark of
Viggiano's for many years. He first
became involved in student politics
when he served on his high school's
school . council. From there, he was
elected president of the student body

while attending LaSalle (Penn.)
University. After that, he was elected
president of the National Student
Association where he assumed the role
of executive director following the
expiration of his tenn. A position in the
New York City College system followed
and, in 1986, he took over as executive
director of MSUSA where he has
remained ever since.
One might wonder why a 42•year•old
like Viggiano would want to spend his
time working .• on behalf of college
stiJdents, but although there have been
times he has been tempted to pursue
work else\Yhere, he said working for
students is some:thing he enjoys.
"Students are great to work for,"
Viggiano said . "They're very idealistic
and they want what's good for not just
themselves, but the entire university as a
whole."
While with MSUSA, Viggiano has
faced many challenges, but perhaps the
greatest of them came in 1991 with the
announcement
that
the
state' s
community and technical colleges would
be merged into one system along with
the state universities. Viggiano and
MSUSA held many rallies opposing the
change, but when it became apparent
that it would not be stopped they
refocused their efforts on improving it as

much possible to protect students from
rising tuition.
Although some of MSUSA's requests
were granted by the Legislature, others
were not and Viggiano expresses
disappointment in the preliminary
results of the merger that was finalized
last July.
"We made a lot of good changes to the
law," Viggiano said. "Now they're trying
to abolish things that we' ve had in place
for a long time."
Still,
Viggiano
cites
many
accomplishments during hi s time at
MSUSA. Foremost among them is the
fonnation of the MSUSA Credit Union,
which provides checking accounts and
small loans to state university students.
The credit union began with a branch at
Mankato State and now has branches at.
SCS, Winona State University and
Metropolitan State University the Twin
Cities. This spring, a branch is scheduled
to be opened at Bemidji State University.
Viggiano said he hopes to have a branch
on all seven campuses before too long.
"We. started that from scratch,"
Viggiano said. "We had to raise a quarter
of a million dollars to get it started. I just
see it as a way we can help the individual
student."
SCS Student Government President
John Skoog said Viggiano has always
1

been in the comer of students." He's always advocated students
rights and he has done the job MSUSA
asked him to do well for several years
now," Skoog said.
Skoog added that students need
someone like Viggiano to help them find
their way through the jungle that the
political process can become.
"You need to have somebody who's
really familiar with th6 political process
in St. Paul or you can be left out in the
cold," Skoog said.
Viggiano agrees that legislators can
often try to manipulate -students.
" Students need somebody with
experience in dealing with governmental
bodies," Viggiano said. "A lot of times
people will try and take advantage of
them by saying you need a tuition hike
for the system to survive or something
like that."
Viggiano does not plan to spend the
rest of his life in his present position, but
he said with all the changes that have
taken place with the recent merger
stability is needed and that he has no
desire to leave his job anytime in the
near future.
"As long as the students think I am
doing a good job, I'll be here," Viggiano
said.

IBRIEFS
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Math assessment test
required for students
Students are required to take the mathematics
assessment test for MATH 130, 131 and 133. Students
taking math 241 or technology 151 are also encouraged to
take the assessment test.
U students enroll in math 131 or 133 without taking the
assessment test, enrollment in the class will be deleted,
Test dates include 9 a.m. today or Feb. 20. The test will
be offered at noon Feb. 7, 14 and 27 and at 2 p.m. Feb. 20.
Students should arrive at least 5 minutes before the test.
There is no need for prior registration. The test takes
about one hour and a validated student identification card
is needed to register.

International conference
to strengthen global ties
The annual Japan-America Student Conference QASC)

will take place July 21 at W/shington University in St.
Louis, Mo.
The theme for the 1996 conference is, "Accepting
Personal Responsibility to Strengthen Our Global
Partnership",
About 80 participants from Japan and the United States
will take part. University and college students participate,
organize and manage the entire conference.
JASC is a non•profit educational and cultural exchange
program for university students from the United States and

Japan.
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ACS hires service, ·repair contractor
by Jeff Dahler
Staff writer

The three-month search for a
new computer service vendor
is complete.
The contract to service and
repair most of SCS•owned
computers
was
aw~rded
Professiona l
Computer
Services, Inc., said Randy
Kolb, director of Academic
Computer Services,
The contract began in midDecember,
In addition to PCS, Digital
Equipment Corporation will
continue to provide service on
all computers purchased from
them, Kolb said.
A change in vendors was
needed because the one-year
contract was up with the old
vendor, said Kolb,
"AmeraiData
(the
old
vendor) wanted to make
changes when our contract was
up," Kolb said. 'They had a
very reasonable rate, but they
wanted
to
make
an

unreasonable increase in the
price of their services."
Money was only part of the
reason that the change was
made, Kolb said.
"We at the Computer
services are , not allocated the
money
to
service
the
computers, the indiv idual
departments are," he said .
"They (AmeraiData) would
not
bill
the
individual
departments; it was geui ng to
be way to much paperwork for
us to handle."
There were three criteria
that all bidders had to be able
to provide to be considered,
Kolb said.
"First off, I looked for a
reduction in paper work," Kolb
said. "I wanted a company to
bill the individual departments
for the services. I also wanted
to make sure that there was no
reduction in the quality of
service done, and I wanted to
get charged the lowest possible
hourly rate."
'
PCS was the company that

could best provide all of the
requirements, Kolb said.
"PCS
is
based
in
Minneapolis, but has a branch
in St. Cloud, which gives SCS
immediate service," Kolb said.
"PCS also had a low hourly
rate of $38. We received eight
bids ranging from the $50-$70
an hour,"
This is probably not going to
have a direct effect on most
SCS students, he said.
"It will have only an indirect
effect on the students," Kolb
said, 'This contract on ly deals
with SCS-owned computers,
not personal computers. The
only students that would be
affected are those that use the
computer labs,"
Kolb said it was a fairly
smooth transition and that
everybody involved seems to
be pleased,
"We have had no decline in
the quality of the service
performed at this time, and
everybody involved seems to
be satisfied with the change."

Application deadline is Feb. 14. For more information or
an application contact JASC, Inc. at (202) 289-4231 or write:

2na floor, 606181h Slreet NW, Washington, D.C. 20006.

Random acts of kindness
spread through St. Cloud
A growing number of St. Cloud area businesses,
organizations, schools and churches are joining to recognize
and promote random acts of kindness.
Random Act of Kindness Week is Feb. 12·18. Recognition
efforts will focus throughout the week to recognize
individuals and organizations that have taken an extra step
to promote community involvement. The goal of Random
Acts of Kindness Week is to encourage additional individual
acts of kindness toward members of the community.
The, main idea is to encourage area residents to make an
extra effort to be kind, or do something helpful or thoughtful
for someone else, without expecting anything in return.
Businesses and organizations joining in the effort are being
asked to spread the message to employees, customers and
members.
There has been a Kindness Hotline for recipients of an act
of kindness from another is encouraged to report to the
hotline, 255-8705.
All reported good deeds will be reported in the next day's
editions of the St. Cloud Times, letting central Minnesotans
know about thoughtfulness being demonstrated by fellow
citizens and to encourage more random acts of kindness.
Organizations and individuals interested in getting
involved in the effort to promote Random Acts of Kindness
may contact Joni Karl, St. Cloud Times market development
director, at (612) 255.S727.
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cafe Live
Nuyaican Rets Cafe' Live is a cdlective J)Cl";ts
who joined fcrces at the intersection cf Art &
Entertainment. the Nuyaican Ret Cafe' in
New Yrk City. These pcets net only write, but
perfmn their own wcrk to convey the impaiance
if net only their language, but cf all language.

Come & Catm. the jive:

8 p.m.; Thursdllv, :&Kl
The Qµmfy .- .Atwood Memorial Carter
featuring the preview screening_cf

PBS broadcasted United &ates or Poet,y
7:30pm.

Corrections

Tickets free with S::S i.d, 33 _public .
Available in AMC 118: Mon. - fu. 9 am.- 4:30 p.m.

•The phone number of the Early American History
Program was incorrectly reported in the Jan 26 edition.
The correct number is (413) 774-5581.

Rr mere info. call Jacqueline Sene at 255-22<:6
."New poets with.a rock n' roR attitude•.• a new, rruit.i-culiurai .

•g:':'tJ'~~:';la~1~io
t~1f~~~~!~ro
outside
1

• University Chronicle will correct all errors occurring in its
news articles. If you find a problem with a story - an error
of fact or point requiring clarification - please call (612)
255-4086.

; oolture

of the academy,"

t
NOTE:There wlll not be ·s1am Open as previously announced.
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Editorial
Returning Magic?

Lakers should not
bring the Magic t;>ack
Earvin "Magic" Johnson was by far one of the
best basketball players to ever play in his day.
The ability to make quick, finesse passes like he
did to James Worthy or Kareem Abdul-Jabbar in
the 1980s will never be brought back in this day
and age.
·
The Los Angeles Lakers are rebuilding good
team chemistry like they once had when Magic and
the Lakers won numerous championships.
The last thing coach Del Harris and the Lakers
squad need right now is his intrusion.
Magic's return cannot bring back the prestige the
Lakers had in the 1980s and would only hurt the
chemistry the team has worked so hard to rebuild.
The thought of Magic returning is nothing but a
big media hype.
The health factor and contact with other players
was an issue in the pas_t and will be again if he
returns.
His health should be the first concern instead of
returning to his glory days that are gone.
At age 36, his immune system is more
susceptible than it was in 1991 after being
diagnosed with HIV.
The contemplation of returning over the past
years is nothing but a beg for media attention.
Magic does not n'e ed the attention, rather he
needs to spend time promoting HIV awareness.
If Magic is to return, he is scheduled to make his
debut Friday against the Chicago Bulls who have
the best record in the league.
If this has nothing to with media attention, then
why doesn't he make his debut against the
Timherwolves rather than against Michael Jordan
· and the rest of the electrifying Bulls team?
Every legend has to retire some day, and Magic
definitely falls into this group. He needs to call it
quits.
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Challenger crew keeps the dream alive
by Lisa Atkinson, Assistant managing editor
"We are go for throttle
up." The last words of
Challenger Commander
Dick Scobee echo in my
mind as I look back I 0
years when the lives of all
Americans were changed,
whether they knew it or not.
Jan. 28, 1986 will be a
day forever frozen in my
memory. I was sitting in •
sixth-grade science class
that morning, and I was
excited because as part of
class, we were going to
watch the lift-off.
I don't quite know how to
describe what I was feeling
that particular morning as I
sat in anticipation with my
fellow classmates. I don't
think it was so much about
national pride. After all, I
was only 11 years old and I
didn't fully understand that
concept and the feelings
that went with it. I think I
was more fascinated by the
space program itself.
I watched the Challenger
leave the launch pad at
Cape Canaveral, Fla. My
eyes were open wide and
my jaw dropped. I was
completely enthralled with
the whole event.
A warm feeling filled my
heart, kind of like a
happiness you can't
explain: Even then, I knew
the magnitude of that day.
My awe and fascination
turned into sadness and

"Members of the Challenger
crew have· shown us that the
dream is truly alive· in the
hearts and minds of people who
dare to reach for the stars. "
disbelief only seconds later.
At 10:39 a.m., the lives of
seven irreplaceable people
were lost.
The buzz in the
classroom died and was
replaced by deafening
silence. I scanned the room
and saw expressions that I
am sure mirrored my own. I
looked at my teacher and
remembered when he
shared his interest and
excitement about having the
first teacher in sj,ace. He
could have been Christa
McAuliffe.
Talk about the tragedy
continued days later, but
students forgot about the
lives of the Challenger
crew. Sadness and disbelief
were quickly replaced with
clever little phrases like
"NASA-Need Another
Seven Astronauts." How
quickly we seem to forget. I
was one of the ·dishonoring
young Americans joining in
the snide little comments
after the Challenger
accident, and I should have
known better.
I'm 21 years old and am
only beginning to fully

understand the courage,
dedication and character of
seven special individuals
who gave their lives for
their nation.
The Challenger accident
reminds me of another
historical event that left
Americans in shock and
disbelief. My mother has
told me about how she
could remember perfectly
where she was and what
she was doing when
President Kennedy was
assassinated November 22,
1963. I never understood
how she remembered so
clearly. I never understood
until now.
On this I 0th anniversary
of the Challenger accident,
I remember the crew: Dick
Scobee, Michael Smith,
Judith Resnik, Ellison
Onizuka, Ronald McNair,
Gregory Jarvis and Christa
McAuliffe. I respect these
seven brave individuals.
Members of the Challenger
crew have shown us that the
dream is truly alive in the
hearts and minds of people
who dare to reach for the
stars.
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OPINIONS
Employers need to practice
the art of common courtesy
A couple of issues ago
Michael Koehler, University
Chronicle's editor, wrote an
essay about bow local
employers exploit students by
paying them low wages.
I would like to add another
angle to Koehter's essay that
compliments and magnifies the
problem of employer-employee
relationships.
Look in the Sunday paper.
There is no job that will pay a
satisfactory hourly wage; or one
that would fit a full-time school ='--'=='-"=CL.:c.J
load; or one somehow career-related.
Even the state's local branc,h of economic security does
not have any jobs that will satisfy a large unemployed
student population.
But for the sake of argument, let us say that I apply for
a job at the local X-Mart. What I hate most about local
employers is not hearing back from them, if they were
going to hire me or not, or even give me a chance for an
interview.
The little monarchs who run the personnel departments
at X-Mart, Bologna Foods, No Name Hospital and many
other local outfits feel they do not need to give students
the basic courtesy of an honest answer.
·
In a college town like St. Cloud, where students from
SCS, St. John's University, College of St. Benedict and
St. Cloud Technical College compete for employment
and flood the market with applicants who outnumber
available jobs, local employers can get by without
answering to students.
These students, who unfortunately depend on outside
income because their financial aid did not materialize
again, hook up answering machines, beepers and other
devices so they do not miss that call, which will induct
th"em to the exploited list. It is the phone call that will
make the difference between staying in school or
postponing education; between the next meal at Mickey
Dee's or the county landfill.
I wish all of those rude personnel directors had enough
ft!spect for students' d,ignity and time to take a minute or
two out of their "busy" schedules and call or write to the
poor rejected candidate.
That would be the decent and courteous thing to do.
A letter that explained other candidates were more
qualified than the poor looser, and that ~the decision was
a tough one to make. Something that shows
consideration.
Not that a letter would make us feel any better.
Students contribute much more to the St. Cloud
community than rent money. Merch€1J1tS and department
stores .make profits from a population that spends
thousands or dollars for dormitory and apartment
improvements, groceries. clothes, transportation, utilities
and a thousand other services.
I do not know about other individuals' habits, but I
check out the local employment before I go to a new
school. I most likely would have secured a job before I
make that final move or will not make the move.
Perhaps students should include local employment
patterns as a school selection criterion.
Local employers shdUld look into the W ~ Minn.,
IocaJ history, when the University of Minnesota pulled
out. Many merchants bad to close up shop.
Ir the student population decreases in St. Cloud, the
local economy will suffer enormously. If this threat
becomes a reality. perhaps student employment and
interactions would improve.

Local businesses are not aware of
their dependency on students
As a student who is partially
dependent on weekly income to get
through college, I am appalled at the
total lack of concern for employees
many St. Cloud area businesses show.
In addition to extremely poor wages,
these businesses often assume a
student's whole existence can revolve
around a minimum-wage job. This
results in scheduling that is not as
flexible as advertised. To make matters
worse, sometimes an employee's shift
will be cut at the last minute with little
or no advance notice. This is extremely
inconvenient, considering sometimes a
worker has to adjust his whole schedule
just to fit in a shift, only to find himself
with no work during that time period.

Life as a student is hard enough
between balancing academics, extracurricular activitiesp
and a social life without having to
worry if you can survive on $4.50 per
hour. St. Cloud employers need to
realize unless student labor conditions
are vastly improved, many students will
no longer be able to afford college at
all. As the university becomes smaller,
so will the profits of these greedy
employers, as a result of their shrinking
market.
·

Jessica Kyander
senior
music education
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Still Deciding?
Attractive, clean,
quiet, well cared for
building with
classic design.

scs
. ..

a"!

Winter .
Week

Jebruary
4-10

GO TO OFHCER

TRAINING
SCHOOL.

•

ut your college
~ degree to work in the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great start ing pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

j#5)

Practical priced and
more perks:
sundecks, whirlpool
spa, reserved heated
parking, dishwasher,

For Career Information
Call

microwaves.

612-654-5089

Tour us before you
make your choice!

Charlamaine Apt.'s
call 654-1544
to take a look and for more
info~ation,

SJ: CWlJD TECHNICAL

COLLEGE
/IDA kc:Ublc l'ldlic1 Afflan.i,c;" Acd....'L!..J. Qwcwtualcy &Nc:11:« ud Bmploycr

___,,

· YOUR OO@illlcey~
The Student Government Fee Allocation Conu:nittee. would like a mumte of your time to help
us serve you better.
1. These are the services your student activity fees are currently pay for:
Please rank these services in order of importance to you from 1~10:
Atwood
_ _ Recreational Sports
Child Care
_ _ University Organizations
, _ _ HealthCare
_ _ University Program Board
_ _ Minority Student Progranis
Women's Athletics
_ _ Recognized Student Clubs
and Organizations
2. Are there any additional services that are not currently offered by this University that you believe should be offered? Please be specific.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Would you be willing to pay additional activity fees to pay for the services suggested in number 2? _ _ Yes _ _ No
Are You employed? _ _ Yes _ _ No
Hmy many hours do you work per week? _ _ 5-10 _ _ 10-20 _ _ 20-30 _ _ 30-40
Do you have any health insurance coverage (Under your parents or you owq)? _ _ Yes _ _ No
Do you live on or off campus? _ _ On _ _ Off
Hofv many hours do you spend on this campus outside of class? _ · _
Are you a member of any University recognized clubs or organizations? _ _ Yes _ _ No
Do you participate in University Program Board events~ (check which ones)
_ _ Films _ _ Concerts_
• _ Spotlight _ _ literary Arts _ _ Atwood Gallery _ _ Outings Recreation
_ _ Speakers _ _ Special Events
10. Do you have children? _ _ Yes _ _ No
What are their ;ages? _ _ _ __
11. Why did you choose SCSU?
Low cost
Location
_ _ Quality Academic Programs
_ _ Quality Student Services
_ _ Other(please specify)...c•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Please drop your completed survey off at the Atwood Information Desk, Student Government Office,
or in the lobby of Stewart Hall, the library, or Garvey Commons.
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Husky hockey players
read to local children
by Lloyd Dalton
Staff writer '

:~

Husky fans of a very young age enjoyed a
special treat Saturday morning.
As part of the St. Cloud Public Library's
Husky Hockey Reading program, two
players came to the library to read stories to
the kids.
About 40 children gathered, along with
their parents, to meet the players and enjoy
the stories. Freshman forwards Matt Cullen
and · Jason Goulet each read a children's
book. The books read were "Anansi and the
Talking Melon" by Eric Kimmel, and
"Meanwhile, Back at the Ranch" by Trinka
Noble.
Joan Thelen, who broughl her 1wo boys to
the program for the first time Saturday, said
that she enjO'yed it as well.
"This is fleat .for the kids," Thelen said.
"They're all big hockey fans, so that makes it
fun."
The program has been a real success,
Husky hockey freshman forward Jason
Goulet reads "Anansi and the Talking
Melon" to a Qroup of children Saturday
morning in the Great River Regional
Library Meeting Room.

Julia Peterson/Staff photographer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

according to Nancy Nielsen, children's
librarian at the St. Cloud Library.
'This is the third year that we've had the
.. Husky Reading program," she said. "We do
this about twice a month, and we try to
coordinate it with the Huskies' homl! games."
The program is promoted thrd"ugh fliers,
posters, the newspaper and the local news
and weather channel.
'The sports. theme is great for attracting
kids," Nielson said. 'The theme for next
summer's reading program is 'Get In the
Game'."
When they were not listening to stories,
kids asked questions of the players and
talked about hockey. After the stories, lhe
kids watched a short film. The film was
followed by an au1ograph session.
Tyler· Strand and Ryan Arnold were two
young hockey fans on hand to meet the
players. Both Strand and Arnold play for St.
Cloud Youth Hockey.
"We come all the lime," Strand said. ."It's
cool because we get to meet them and get
their autographs."
"It's also cool that they give their time to
read to kids." Arnold said.
The next Husky Reading program will be
at J0:30•11:15 a.m. on Feb. 10. m. The
readers are yet to be named.

Lobby: Student involvement crucial to eliminating .stereotypes: 1romPage1---Whitney said the idea of lobby day is
to give the delegations from the
individual
campuses
as
much
independence as possible to work for
issues important to their universities.
"We try and .allow the individual
campuses as much au1onomy as
possible," Whitney said. "SCS may

want to talk to its local legislators about
getting a new library, whereas that
might be something the other campuses
would not want to do."
Whitney said while most legislators
are extremely cooperative, there is one
public official who does not make
himself accessible to students while

they are there.
"Governor (Ame) Carlson is pretty
uncoopera1ive," Whitney said. "He
came there about four years ago and
students tried to talk to him. They must
have spooked them because we h"a ven't
talked to him since."
Whitney said Lobby Day will be a

success if people are able to see
students
working · to
influence
government policy that affects their
every day lives.
"What will make it a success is if we
can get the word out as far as
eliminating stereo-types of students not
getting involved," ~he said.

Tips to

Save
Water

Like

Chuck
Taylor
high-tops ...

I . Tum off tap when
brushing teeth.
Save almost two
gallons.

2. Take shorter showers.
Wet down, tum off
water, lather up and
rinse off.
five
gallons per minute.

save

... our Newman ministry is
friendly, comfortable, relaxed,
contemporary, simple, traditional,
inclusive, practical and enjoyable.

3. Put less water in the
tub. Savefivegallcos
pernch.

Come worship with us this weekend
and try us on for size

4. Flush less ohen, and
not for trash disposal.
Save up to six gallons

per flush.

c£1r0t

Newman
Center

w

C~A~JHOl-J~C~CAM-PU
~S MINISTRY

Saturday: 5:30 p.m.
Sunday: 9a.m., ll:l5a.m. 8p.m.

~o

Mass & Events 251·3261
Officc251·3260

/

Captain Ron's, Inc.
654-8998

5. Fix leaks and save
hundreds of gallons
per day.
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UNIVERSITY VIlJ.AGE

SUMMER - FALL RENTALS

TOWNHOMES

Classic 500 & Rive17 Ridw: Apts.

~1!:!!!!1..~ .
Fall Rates: $198 to $229
Summer Rates: $95 to $150

1812 16th St. S.E. 252-2633

• Off Street Parking
• Contn>Ued Access
• Dishwashe-r

• Microwave
• Tuckunder Parking
• Ind. Locked Bdrms

♦iitiiln

•
•
•
•
•
•

Laundry
Air Conditioning
Mlal Blinds
Heat/Waler paid
Frtt Basic Cable
On Site Caretaker

CALL TODAY!!
253-1100

The Financial Services You Want ...

On-Campus Checking
and Savings

Premiere Student Housing
• Heated Swimming Pool
• Ftte Parldng/OUtku
• Sand VoUeyball Court
• Heat and Waler paid
• Phone/Cable each bedroom
• Celling fans in bcd.roomt;
• Keyed Bedroom Locks
• Mkrowave/Dlshwaahcn

• Air condltkmlng
• urge Scorage Room
• Frost Ftte Refrlgeralon
• Laundry Fadlitks
• Vending Machines
• Campus Clipper A Metro Bus
• lndMdual Leases
• Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere

CAll 252-2633

Loans Designed with
Students in Mind

•
•
•
•

High-yield Savings
No-frills Checking
First 50 Checks Free
Optional ATM Card
• Low Overdraft Fees

• Used Automobiles
eComputers
• Debt Consolidation
•Tuition
•Travel

Available at your Student Finance Headquarters ...

The MSUSA Federal Credit Union
!Located in Atwood Cent.er Al52. Open 9:30 to 3:39, M-F. Phone 654-5474

Halenbeck Apartments
Now renting summer and fall, '96!
Pick out your own large private room in our
beautifuf two-bath apartments housing up to
fow people at Fifth Ave .. 11th St S..
: k~edca~~~vi~~
• available storage space
• on-site coin laundry
• off-street parking

5-9:30 p .m.; Sun., February 4 - Kick-off Night - National Hockey Center
11 a.m.-2 p.m.; Mon., February 5- Golden Puck Hunt
8 p.m.; Tues., February 6 - John Ivan Palmer, Hypnotist -AMC Quany
11 a.m.-1 p.m.; Wed. February 7 - Lemonade on the Mall
7 p.m.-midnight; Activity night - Halenbeck
Fri., February 9 &: 10, - SCS Huskies V. Alaska• Hockey Center

; ~~j~~~ next door
• U pik-kwik next door
• quiet & well-managed
• no awlication fee

Nine & 12 month leases are available
as monthly or quarterly payment plans
• $549/person/quarter
• $183/person/12 months

Ill Wuimimh

IJillma

t,M~'.m~Fe6. 2

7 p.m.,Feb. 3
4 p.m.,Feb. 4

lilll•
APARTMENTS
WITH COMPUTERS
Think about it. next year you CID live in an
- - building with a comp,=-, dodicalcd phone
line. and a lazor priar«· - 24 - . a day
fer yoor use at no charge k> you.

We have Windows, Word for Windows,
Word Perfect, acoonection to the library,
MNWAS and much more.
llriclgeYieJr

Sooth.

Bridffllew West

Call Today!!
253-1100

IBIIIDll'lJ

~M~'.~iie\;\& 4

al.llwtlll llli !'&'lire • Aililm lliH~

~~

Nlfm l'l!l.!!Jle' wi -

FNqm.eiilf II llildS/Miht/q

Three~. Bob Hol!nan, Dael Orlandetsmith and
Evertm Sylvestei; &om The Nuyorican Poets Cale' in
~~ to SCSaneverung of energetic

~~~~=&~=fure
outsideoi.lhe..:adem)<M

RollingSwnt

~

Jm
1111 Palmer. lmllill
8 p.m. Tues., Feliruary 6
AMCQuarry

bnrta
.... Na
8 p.m.; Thws., February 8
Halenbeck Gym

$5w/ SCSid.
$Upublic
Ticket, are available at UPB office,
AMC118,_9 am.-4'3'.)pm.

'&lm!I J\mlD ~ti
Rnlmaliag IJ Karea Jm11

Thursday,Feb.1-AMCQuarry

Jan. 12 - Mar. 8
AMC Ballroom Display Cases

~~~r~~SCS i.d-$3Public

Wallr111or l'iiotinii ly L'heag-Khee Im

730 p.m.- Video Screening

available at UPB office - AMC 118

Jan. 23- Mar. 8 - AMC Gallery

· .
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Pioneers take three points from Husky hockey
Melson sets ironman mark
by Kerry Collins
Sports editor

Although the Husky hockey
team only picked up one point in

the Western Collegiate Hockey
Association standings against the
University of Denver, the
weekend will be one senior
assistant captain Taj Melson will
always remember.
Melson set the record for
consecutive games played as a
Husky. skati ng in his 139th
straight contest Saturday.
"It's nice to have it out of the

way," Melson said. "I just like to
compete and just look to go into
games and play. It's a pretty nice
accomplishment."
Melson tied the record held by
forward Chris Scheid (1987-91)
in Friday 's 4-2 loss to the
Pioneers. Saturday, the Huskies
tied Denver, 4-4, after trailing 2-

0.
After one period Friday, the
Hu skies fell behind 2-0, but
battled back to tie up the score on
a power play goal from junior
Dave Paradise and a goal from
freshman Mark Parrish.

The third period caused
probJems again for the Huskies.
Denver forward Antti Laaksonen
tallied the game-winning goal at
the 5:55 mark, and assisted on the

final goal of the game, scored by
Denver
defenseman
Kelly
Hollingshead.
After Friday's 4-2 loss, the
Huskies found themselves down

by two goals Saturday.
The Pioneers went ahead 2-0'in
the first four minutes of the game,
but freshman Matt Cullen said the

team was not worried.
"Everybody wa7 surprised and
mad, but we knew there was a lot
of hockey left," Cullen said. "One
was a power-play goal and we
knew we would get our chances."

Paradise cut the Denver lead to
2-1 when he one-timed a pass
from sophomore Sacha Molin
The Huskies tied things up in
the second period when freshman
Brad Goulet notched the first goal
of his collegiate career-at the 2:53
mark . Goulet's goal was the only
score of the second period.
"The guys played h·ard and
executed the game plan," head
coach Craig Dahl said. "We put
ourselves in a hole right away and
dug our way out of it."
ln the third period, Laaksonen
put Denver up 3-2 with a power
play goal.
Laaksonen scored two goals
and two assists in the series, and
Melson said he was a concern fo r
the Huskies every time he was on
the ice.
"People will tell you that they
don't think about who's out there,
but when a player like Laaksonen
is out there, you think about it,"
Melson said . "You know how
good he is and you keep thinking
to yourself, 'Please don't let him
Paul Mlddlestaedt/Photo editOf
beat me.·"
University of Denver goaltender Sinuhe Walllnheimo attempts to save a shot from

L-----=

SCS junior Dave Paradise In the second period Friday at the National Hockey Center.

See Hockey/Page 10 Paradise scored on the power-play goal to cut the Denver lead to 2-1 .

Men's hoops falls on hard times in South Dakota
by Rob LaPlante
Staff writer

'

For the first time this season, the SCS men's basketball
squad came up empty.
The Huskies visited South Dakota State University's
Frost Arena Friday night and the Jackrabbits won the
showdown of the North Central Conference's top two
teams, 106-89.
SCS traveled to Sioux Falls, S.D., Saturday night only to
find themselves on the short end of the score, 83-80 to
Augustana College. The two losses mark the first time this
season the Huskies have lost back-to-back games, ruooing
the Huskies' record to 5-4 NCC and 13-5 overall, dropping
SCS out of sole possession of second place iO the NCC.
"It's tough to take two losses in a row on the road like
that," junior forward Jason Pelowski said. "Friday, we just
never clicked as a team and Saturday we came up empty a1
the end."
"It hurts, because we've lost three of our last four now,"
sophomore forward Mark Hein said. "We'll just have to
buckle down and play better the rest of the way. It will be a
tough week of practice."
SCS could · have moved into a first-place tie with a
victory over the Jackrabbits. SDSU scored on the Huskies
early and often, jumping out to a 16-5 advantage in the first
few minutes of the game.
The Jackrabbits shot flJ.7 percent from the field for the
game. In comparison, the Huskies onJy shot 39.7 percent
from the field and 65 .7 percent from the free-throw line.
The Huskies need to do lhe intangibles in order 10 be
successful, Hein said.

"We didn't do the little things it takes to win games this
weekend," Hein said. "Intangibles are what makes the team
what we-arc and without the intangibles, we're just an
average team."
The Huskies were led in scoring by sophomore guard
Sean Whitlock's 20 points. However, SDSU had too much
fire power, as all five of their starters finished with 10
points or more, led by forward Jason Scheutz's 20 points.
"SDSU is a great team," SCS head coach Butch
Raimond said'. ''They've beat everyone they've played. and
had a great game and certainly were better at every position
than we were."
The Huskies started out slow again Saturday night,
falling behind 11-4 to the Vikings. UnJik.e Friday night, the
Hu.!ikies were able to regroup and keep the game close,
trailing at halftime, 41-39.
The Huskies had two players fini sh the game with
career-highs in scoring. Sophomore center Jon Hinzman led
lhe way with 24 points and junior guard Tony Morrow
finished with 18 points including 4-of-4 from the 3-point
line.
· The game came down to the final play. Augustana's Troy
S1een hit one of two free throws to give the Vikings a three
poin1 advantage. The Huskies got the ball with 11 seconds
left to play and needed a three-pointer to tie.
'"In that situation, we wanted lo get it in (sophomore
guard) Sean's (Whitlock) hands," Raymond said. "We put
three of our 3-point shooters on the floor to give us some
flexibility and the opportunity to shoot it in."
Whitlock's 3-point attempt came from the right side of
the arc, hitting the rim a couple of times before bouncing
out as time expired.

"We're feeling a little low after Saturday's game," junior
center Shane Poepping said. "'We've dropped three of our
last four now and all year we're able to bounce back well,
especially after losses."
With the losses this weekend, the Huskies road record
stands at 3-4 on the season. However, Ray.mood is still
happy with the teams play aWay from home.
"We'•e played well on the road this season," Raymond
said. "Friday night was the first time we've been out of a
game on the road, but for the most part we've been in every
road game."
The Huskies will have to regroup this weekend if they
want to keep any hopes of catching SDSU in the second
half of the season.
..SDSU is one of the toughest teams we've played this _,
year," Pelowski said. ''They shot real well and have five
great players on the floor, but we didn't play our game and .
I think we can beat them."
The Huskies defense, which came into last weekend's
play ranked second in the NCC, holding opponents to 70.14
points per game, allowed a season high 106 points against
SDSU and 83 points to Au~a.
•·we weren't doing well in our second rotation on
defense," Hein said. "We got beat on the drive and there
wasn't anyone there to pick them up."
The Huskies will return to Halenbeck Hall this weekend
to take on North Dakota State University Friday night and
the University of North Dakota Saturday night.
"We're still a confident group," Poepping said. "From
here on out, every game is going to be a battle, but it's
always nice coming home where we've done well this
season."
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Grapplers pinned by SDSU,
flatten Vikings for weekend split·
by Brian Wierima
Different levels of intenshy were the
decisive factor for the SCS wrestlers this
weekend.
The Huskies took . on South Dakota
State Friday in Halenbeclc Hall. SCS
came out looking fl at and fe ll to the
Jackrabbits, 34-6. "They were more
aggresive than we were," said SCS coach
Steve Grimit.
The only points SCS received was on
150 pounder AtJdy Rcigstad's pin.
Reigstad picked up his 21st victory of the
season.
The lack of aggresiveness was costly
for the Huskies. 6CS lost several close
matches in the final period. "We wrestled
a little scared at times," Grimit said. "We
didn't create the scoring opportunities."
"The intensity level was not high
enough," said 134 pounder Keith Werk.
"We didn't step it up a level intensity
wise.''
Augustana
College
came
into
Paul Middlestaedt/Pholo editor Halenbeck Hall Saturday to take on the
SCS junior Jeremy Lang cringes in pain and clutches his shoulder Friday at Huskies. A different team showed up for
Halenbeck Hall. Lang hurt his shoulder against Howard Fullhart of South SCS. A more aggresive and a higher
Oak0ta State University. The Jackrabbits defeated the Huskies 34~6.
intensified Husky team defeated the
0

Hockey:

Late Denver goal steals point from

Dah l said when he secs Denver's players
like Laaksonen, he has a sense of
anticipation for hi s younger players.
"Laaksone·n, (Erik) Andersson and (Anders)
Bjork you notice and you can tell they've
been in the league," Dah l said. "Now I look
at Cullen, Sacha and Panish and I think
good thoughts."
SCS cam.e back with a power-play goal of
its own from Panish to tie things up again.
Molin put the Huskies up 4-3 with another
power-p lay goal six-and-a-half minutes
later.
With 4:32 remaining in regulation,
Denver forward James Patterson tied things
up again. Patterson took a pass from Petri
Gunther and broke away into the zone.
Melson checked Patterson, who baCkhanded
the puck as he was falling to the ice. The
tying goal blasted through Uitza's fivehole.
Following Patterson's goal, the Huskies'
game started to sag, Dahl said. "After their
fourth goal, we went down. We played well
enough to win, we should've and didn't," he
said.
After a scoreless overtime, the Huskies
came away with only one point for the
weekend.
·
"We played five-and+half pericxls of

good hockey this weekend and only have
one point to show for it," Dahl said.
Although SCS came away with a tie
against the fifth-ranked team in the nation, it
was sti ll frustrating, Cullen said. "We didn't
gel any breaks and didn't get the job done,"
he said. "This is a real disappointment, but
that's kind of the story of our year. It's just
frustrating. We wonder when we'll get a
break, but we keep on-working."
The weekend pul SCS' record al 7-17-3
overall, 6-15-3 in the WCHA.
Saturday's· tie marked the 139th straight
game for Melson. Freshman defenscman
Kyle McLaughlin said that the record is
something he can really appreciate and
aspire to, especially as a first-year player.
'Tm totally happy for him. He's out there
every night, not shying away from hits, even
earlier this season he was out there hurt,"
McLaughlin said. ''Playing with him really
makes you think you can get up there (to the
record). I'm hoping the coaches add more
games to the schedule so I can break his
record."
·
Melson is a leader on the ice for t)le
Hus\cies, McLaughlin said, and his work
ethic and dedication to the game shows.
Because of the streak, Melson is admired
even more.

Vikings, 34-15. "Our intensity set up
more scoring opportunities," Grimit said.
SCS got some help with three forfeits
by Augustana. Junior Jeff Bullennan
picked up a victory, winning 8-2 in the
142-pound match. Freshman Ryan Marx
rolled over Augustana's Brian Franco 133 in the 167-pound match. Another
victory for the Huskies was in the 190
weight class, with freshman Tony Brown
winning a close one in overtime, 8-6.
Reigstad posted his second pin of the
weekend. "Andy continues to roll ,"
Grimit said.. "We'll nominate him for
Wrestler of the week in the conference."
Reigstad is rated number one in his
weight division in the NCC. He is 22-4
overall and 6-0 in the conference. "Andy
is always a morale booster," Grimit said.
"He's a leader by example."
"I go as hard as I can," Reigstad said.
" I have to attribute all my work ethic to
God because I don't think I could do it on
my own.''
The Huskies arc now j.3 overall ;nd J.
3 in the NCC. Next week the grapplers
travel to Colorado to battle Colorado
Mines on Friday and the Universtiy of
Northern Colorado Saturday.

scs from Page 9 Przybilla hits

"He leads by example. That's something
obvious. I mean, 139 straight, of course he's
a leader. That record is hard to believe,
really," McLaughlin said. "He's just a total
inspiration. It's nice to have a guy like that
to help you and look up to."
For Melson, the record is something he
will appreciate more when his hockey
playing days are over. "It's a nice
accomplishment for me," he said. "Years
down the road, I wi ll be able too look at it
and really appreciate it."
The Huskies wi ll face Michigan
Technological University Friday and
Saturday in Houghton, Mich . MTU is the
only opponent the Huskies have swept this
season, and Cullen said they will hopefully
get the same resu lt.
"We're really looking forward to going
out there," Cullen said. ''That should be a
good opportunity to ·get some points."
Husky Notes:
D Cullen leads the Huskies in points (9
goals-20 assists-29 points). Cullen has also
scored in 12 of his last 14 games.
D Moiin 's 15 goals leads SCS and he has
scored in IO of the last 13 games.
D The Huskies return home Feb. 9 and I 0
to face the University of Alaska Anchorage.

qualifying mark
Scs

sophomore Ryan Przybilla
placed second in the 800~meter
run at the Minnesota Invitational
Saturday with a time of I :53. 79,
provisionally qualifying him for
nationals.
Przybilla, from Pierz , Minn. ,
finished behind the University of
Minnesota's
Kevin
Dunbar
(I :52.33). The race also included
many other Division l runners.
The Husky track teams were to
compete at the Iowa State
In vitational in Ames, Iowa, but did
not due to the ex:treme weather
condit ions in southern Minnesota
and Iowa.
With his provisional qualifying
time, Przybilla will compete in the
800
at
the
nationals
in
Indianapolis Mar. 8 and 9 if there
are
not
enough
automatic
qual ifiers.
The next meet for the Husky
track squads is the Bison Open
Saturday in Fargo, N.O.

January road blues continue for Husky women's basketball
by Jeff Mansager
Staff writer
Playing away from home has not been
kind to the SCS women's basketball team
this month.
Since the conference season started Dec.
29, the Huskies arc 0-4 on the road. This
weekend, the Huskies dropped two games
in South Dakota.
The Huskies lost 83-65 to South Dakota
State University (8- 1 North Central
Conference, 17-1 overall) Friday in
Brookings, S.D. Saturday SCS (4-5 NCC,
I0-8 overall) lost 96-88 to Augustana
College (4-5 NCC, to-8 overall) in Sioux
Falls, S.D.
The Augustana game was tough to lose,
head coach Lori Ulferts said because the
team played fairly well, but could not get
any breaks.
Senior center Brenda Meyer fouled out

with 10 minutes remaining in the game. a lot of points inside.
,
With the loss of Meyer, the squad lost its
·'They scored a lot of points in the
leading scorer and rebounder.
scc0nd half," Ulferts said . "We couldn't
Meyer had 25 points and 10 rebounds, stop them inside."
and when she fou led out.
Senior Heidi Stuberg and freshman Teri
" It really hurt us when she fouled out," Wa1kins ad~_d 10 points each.
Ulferts said.
The Huskies lost to conference leader
Meyer picked up her fifth foul with the and second-ranked SDSU 83-65 Friday.
Huskies trailing 56-53, and freshman
SCS played good defense during the
Stacy Rubcrg had to carry the load inside. first half, Ulferts said. SDSU w:is not
RuJ>erg scored 17 points in Meyer's shooting very well as a result of the
absence and 28 for the game 10 lead the defense.
Huskies . SCS stayed close, but they could
''That's the best defense we played all
not overcome the Viking lead.
year," Ulferts said about the Huskies'
"We really need Brenda in there, defensive effort in the first half. "We did a
espec ially in a game like that," said pretty good job on their guards."
freshman guard Katie Shea. "Brend'b.'s our
The Huskies trailed at halftime, 37-36.
leader out there. We didn' t have anybody SDSU senior guard, Ann Just, helped
to look to."
break the game open in the second half,
The Huskies led 35-33 at halftimt, but ·scoring 16 points.
in the second half the Vikings took
"She got her team fired up," Stuberg
advantage of Meyer's absence and scored said about Just.

Stuberg played her first game since Dec.
30, when she broke her hand . Stuberg said
the hand is not full strength. Stubcrg wears
a splint on her hand , which allows her to
play.
"When we get her back full strength it
will really help us," Ulfcrts said.
With the win, SDSU stayed in a firstplace tie with Nor1h Dakota State
University and the Uri ivcrsity of North
Dakota.
"South Dakota State is an excellent
team," Ulferts said. "I would say they are
just as good as NDSU, if not better."
''They have both an inside and outside
game," Stubcrg said.
Meyer led the team with 18 points.
Watkins added 13.
SCS hosts North Dakota State
University and the University of North
Dakota this weekend. Both games begin at
6 p.m.
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]DIVERSIONS
by Heidi Terpstra

I

t has been four years since

the SCS Opera Theatre has
presented a fully-staged

production.

The group wi II present Gian
Carlo Menoni 's "The Old Ma\d
and The Thief' and "The
Medium" at 8 p.m. Friday and
Saturday and 2 p.m. Sunday in
the Recital Hall of the
Performing Arts Center.
The Opera Theat(e was
founded nine years ago by
Hugh Givens, professor of
music and adviser for the opera
group.
Givens said the purpose of
the group is two-fold. "It's to
provide a performance and an
educational opportunity for the
students involved," he said.
Besides being a recognized
student
organization, the
student members also receive
one university credit for their
participation.
The group
usually meets three times a
week during the school year.
Senior Alyssa Hendrickson is
a former president of the Opera
Theatre and a cast member of
'The Medium." She said she
loves being in the group. " I
learn so much by being in the
organization," she said.
The Opera Theatre invited a
guest
director,
Gregory
Stavrou , to assist them with the
upcoming production. Stavrou
has directed and taught at
various colleges, including
Augsburg
College,
Minneapoli s, and was the
director of education for the
Opera IO I Theatre Company in
Min neapoli s for three years.

Chris Fowler/Staff photographer
Senior music major Alyssa Hendrickson (left) and senior theater and film studies major
Allison Tilsen reherse the opera ..The Medium" Saturday in the Perfonning Arts Center.

"(From) my point of view as
an outsider, it is really both
commendable and exciting that
this program exists because it is
really very difficult for singers
to get on-stage experience,"
Stavrou said.
According to Givens, the
students involved with the
program are getting experience
at an undergraduate level while
similar programs at other

institutions tend to be offCred at
the graduate level.
Many of the members, both
from the theater and music
departments, will use the
experience of putting a show
together in the future. It might
be when they enter a graduate
program or if they teach in a
high school environment.
Being
part
of
the
organization has given her the

ability to build a character and
bring life to it, Hendrickson
said.
The president of the group,
senior Heidi Runyon, said her
participation in the group is a
good experience.
The group strives to put on a
production once a year, usually
called an "Opera Tea." This
event consists of duets, trios or
larger groups that take eXcerpts

from different operas and
perform them.
Givens said when the student
and financial resources are
available the group tries to put
on a larger production.
He said the average time
between major productions can
range from three to four years.
Because of time conflicts, the
"Opera Tea" will not be on the
itinerary for the group this year.
However, a substitute is the
upcoming production of two
operas, the comedy ''The Old
Maid and the Thief' and the
tragedy ''The Medium." Each
. was written by Gian Carlo
Menotti,
an
American
composer of Italian descent.
"I like the variety between
the shows," said sophomore
Timothy Tharaldson, who wi ll
play Bob in 'The Old Maid and
The Thief." "They're so
different," he said.
In conjunction with the guest
director, the Opera Theatre has
also invited Ruth Palmer as a
guest accompanist and vocal
coach. Palmer is from the
University of Minnesota and
has been involved with the
Minnesota Opera.
The performance of each
show is one hour long with a 15
mi nute intermission. Both
performances will be done in
English.
·
It may be another fo ur years
before such a production will
be offered from the group. Take
the chance now to experience
the art of opera.
"Opera has two elements the music and theater," Stavrou
said. "A good opera is a
marriage of the two.'.'

Red Carpet changes its format, live music still remains
by Shannon McBride
Stattw'riter
.

L

ive bands . have been the
traditional entertainment at the
Red Carpet for more than 15
years. That will remain the same, but the
format is being altered throughout the
bar.

Jim Martin, manager of the Red
Carpet, which is downtown at 11 Fifth·
Ave. S., said sC!ection and diversity is the
key to a successful bar. "We try to cater
to everybody here," Martin said. "It takes
a lot of customers to keep this place
going."
As of Jan. 11, the third floor is called

· 'The Rug.'' The new name separates it
from the rest of the bar giving The Rug
its own personality. The Rug supports
local bands, who will play (Tuesday and
Thursday nights. The Rug features folk
music, single vocal acts, and comedians.
The main floor of the Red CaJ!)Ct is
also changing, Martin said.
Thursday nights~ reserved for a disc
jockey show. The Rod Carpet has a 3
channel board, bubble machines, fog
machines and new lights to create a
professional DJ show.
Martin refers to this new sound as
"freestyle , DJ.'' "We play the longer,
extended dance mixes," Manin said .
"We can take a song's beat that is not a
dance song and make an ei:d,(-second

loop out of it to create a beat that people
can dance to."
Martin.said the change is taking place
because the competition ,,in ttie
downtown bars is catering tct,: college
students. ''We've felt the impact and
recognized the need to change and movei
up with the times," Martin said.
Slip lwister will come back to the
main floor after taking a break from the
Red Carpet. They will play Wednesday
nights alternating with the Shaw
Brothers, another l,ocal band.
According to M · , the Red Carpet
is looking a1 track bands - bands that
travel without instruments.
e
instrumental pan of the music is
recprded in a s1udio and played on tape

while the singers perform the vocals live.
Martin said there is also a possibility
that the Red Carpet will have under-21
shows. 'These are called 'Rave-ups,'
which are high energy, industrial music,"
he said: 1J,e Rave-ups will not be
'scheduled weekly, but upc;oming events
will be advertised.
According to Martin, there will still be
live entertamment on the ai"h floor
Friday and Saturday nights. "We're not
going to lose track of our roots, so we're
still going to have live bands as
entertainment," he said. "It's supply and
demand, and d ~ music is what our
customers wan! rig_tit now on Thursday
nights.''

Students mix ingredients together for an evening of dance
Student dance
group to perform
Thursday
by Anita Van Keulen

W

hat do a chef mixing
ingredients and modern dance
have in common?
They have a lot in common according
to Repertory Dance Theater member Ann
Domholt.
Domholt said she first gm the idea of
creating the piece titled "Scrambled
Eggs," which is included in Thursday's

"Evening

of

Concert

Dance,"

by

watching a chef.
" I thought it would be interesti ng to do
ingredients of dance," Domholt said.
The different movements within'
"Scrambled Eggs" lets the dancers play
Chris Fowler/Stat! photographer
off each other much like the elements of
Senior graphic design major Jennifer Meichsner practices Wednesday in
a chef's mixture.
Halenbeck for the SCS Repertory Dance Theater concert. Th8 concert ls
The dance company will perfonn at
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday In the Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium .
7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Kimberly A
concert the mse lves," Desenberg said. and tap combine to make modem dance,
Ritsche Auditori um.
The company was fo unded in 1989 to " I'm here to provide them with said senior psychology major and
Repertory Dance Theater member Kathy
al19w students to perfonn and reach out constructive criticism."
In the past the dance company had Graupman.
to comm unities. This year the ninetoured
with
the
SCS
Wind
Ensemble
and
She added modem dance does not get
member dance company is under their
own supervision - with the help of performed at SCS, Mankato State much exposure in St. Cloud and that
artistic director and adju nct instructor University and the University of some people do not know what modem
Wisconsin.
dance is.
Maggie Desenberg.
Elements borrowed from ballet, jazz
For instance, there is a difference
"They've taken on producing thi s

·between a dance recital and a dance
concert. A dance concert creates more of
an identity within the perfonner and is
more effective in its communication to an
audience, she said.
"Modem dance lends the person
watching it to identify it with their own
life experience or interpretation and in
tum interpret what the choreographer
meant," Graupman said. "Much like a
visual artist who begins their piece with
an idea or concept is a dance
choreographer who creates their piece
from a similar notion or movement of the
body."
The perfonnance includes more than
visual elements. Certain pieces are set to
music, including works by Yan ni and
Madonna.
A highlight of the perfonnance is a
piece that includes sounds of live whales
while a trombone player improvises with
the dancer's movements.
Another piece will include the readi ng
ofpoeuy accompan ied by live instrument
improvisation.
"I think it's ill).portant for studeiits to be
culturally aware that there are more kinds
of dance out there," Domholt said .

1ickeu for an "Evening of Concert
Dance" are $5 for students and $6 for
the public. For more information
contact artistic director Maggie
Desenberg at 255-2155.

Snowy house displayed on mall
by Heidi Terpstra

A

s students and staff
walked on the Atwood
Mall Wednesday and
Thursday, they mi ght have
noticed a quinzhee.
A what?

A quinzhee, which is lnuil
fo r "snow shelter," was j ust one
of the displays at the outdoor
Atwood
Outings
Center
promotion last week.
"I think it was a very big
success," said Ed Bouffard,
assistant director of Atwood
Memoria l Center. "A lot of
people didn't know about the
Outings Center."
The main goal of the
promotion was to infonn SCS
students and staff about

Chris Fowler/Staff photographer

.

QUOTE OF THE DAY:

"There is certainly no absolute
standard of beauty. That
precisely is what makes its
pursuit so interesting. "

Freshman Jessica Bussler
peeks out of ·a snow
shelter Thursday on the
Atwood Mall.

opportunities to get out of the
house and enjoy winter sports,
accordi ng to sophomore and
Outings Center employee
Bonnie Ritter.
Such sports would include
cross•country skii ng, snow•
shoeing, winter camping and
sledding.
Another goal was to infonn
people what services are
offered by the Outings Center,
which is located on the main
level in Atwood Memorial
Center.
Members of the Outings
Center staff were there to
provide inform ation about
dressing properly for cold
weather conditions, said senior
John Radel, student manager of
the Outings Center.
Participants could also learn
how to put snow•shoes on and
take them for a trial run (Or
walk).
William

Maurice,

mass communications major,
participated in the promotion.
"I thought it was a good
idea," he said. "I think it's kind
of unfortunate that more people
don't use the Outings Center."
Although Maurice did not
attempt to snow•shoc, he did
check out the quinzhee.
'The purpose of the structure
is to use the snow as
insulation," Bouffard said. "If
built properly, it will maintain
temperature around 30·32
Fahrenheit inside, no matter
what the temperature is
outside."
The center is more than just a
rental service for outdoor
equipment, Bouffard said. The
center has many other uses for
students
planning outdoor
excursions.
" It is fu ll of resources for
outdoor adventures for all times
of the year,"he said.

senior

JUST THOUGHT ro SAY HI.

D

on't forget, if there is something about the campus or the
town in which we live that either makes you laugh with
hysterical glee or howl with impotent rage, you know who
to call
n case you don 't, get a hold of Your Friendly Diversions
editor, Eric Hedlund. U anything he'll put on a good
show of being interested in what you are saying.

I

- John Kenneth Galbraith
New York Ti mes Magazine (Oct. 9, 1960)

Tel: 255-4086, E-mail: morentis@tigger.stcloud.msus.edu
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BUY RECYCLED.

Quarry to play host to performance poetry
by Michelle Wallin
Staff writer
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uyorican Poets" Bob
Dael Orl:indersmith,
and Everton Sylvester
wi ll perform at 8 p.m.
Thursday in the Quarry
Niteclub. The performers .
are from the Nuyorican
Poets Cafe, located in
New York City.
"I'd plan to see a lot
of action," said
Literary
Arts
co mmittee
member · Amy
Kopperude,
se nior .
According to .
Kopperude, the
Nuyorican Poets
are well-known
writers
and
· performers who·
will not just read
their poetry word for
word.
The poetry style
used by the Nuyoricans
takes its .cues from rap, performance art and
comedy, according to junior Jacqueline Sene,
literary arts coordinator. Sene also compared the
style to commericials put out by Reebok.
The name "Nuyorican" was created by the

founders of the cafe, who happened to ~ Puerto
Rican, but now the poets come from various
backgrounds.
Video clips from a series titled "United
States of Poetry" will be shown shortly
he performance, Sene said. The
ies portrays various poets
throughout the country. "It's [the
video series) not just foeusing on
the poets; it shows clips of their
area and things that show
culture,'' Kopperude said.
The videos are a
concept created
by
Bob
Holman, one
of the founders
of
the
Nuyo ri can
Poets, who will
also perfonn at
SCS. All five
shows have aired
on
public
television, and the
Literary
Arts
committee obtained a copy
of one of the shows. The
committee was able to preview
the Nuyorican Poets by watching
that video.
"What I liked about them was that they were
something differern," said committee member
Suz.anne Cassidy, senior. "They had different
viewpoints. They were fun."

1-800-2-COUNC/l
tl-800,

1i241
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PREBUSINESS

You are required to come to the
Student Services Office BB 123 to
obtain your ACCESS CODE, THE DAY
BEFORE YOU ARE SCHEDULED TO
REGISTER FOR SPRING QUARTER

1996.
Advisers will be available:
Sa.m. - 4p.m.
Starting JANUARY 29.

Cheese curds, the deadly zipper and blue ribbon heifers all make up KVSC's 50 hour Trivia Fair marathon
II will run from 6 p.m. Friday, Feb. 2nd through 8 p.m. Sunday, Feb. 4th. Call 255-3066 to register your team
(team size unlimlted) or stop by KVSC in room 27 Stewart Hall to pick up the rules and registration forms
JI only costs $25 per team and all teams must be registered b:,• the 5:30 p.m. deadline on February 2nd.

~~CLASSIFIEDS,. -.. . . ,~ . . \~~
•

University CHRO:\IUE
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p 0 11c1es
• •

0 Classifieds will not be accepted over the phone.
• Cla~sifieds price: five Words a line, $1 a line. Six words constitutes two lines, costinQ $2.
• Notices are free and run only if space allows.
Deadlines: Friday at noon for Tuesday's edition and Tuesday at noon for Friday's edition.
• Classified ads can be purchased by visiting Room 13 Stewart Hall . F orms are ju st inside the door.
All classified ads must be prepaid unless an established credit exists.
• Call University Chronicle at 255-2164 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday for more information.

' 96- '97 SCHOOL
YEAR . 57 locations.
One-bdrm. to four-bdrm.
apts. Two-bdrm. to
eleven-bdrm. houses.
Great locations. Wellmaintained. Dan, 255-

9163.
'96-'97 SCHOOL
YEAR. One and tw9bdrm. apts. SE location on
busline. Nine month
leases, $360-$400.
Twelve month leases,
$320-$360. Free parking.
Dan, 255 -9163 .
#1 IN ST. CLOUD .
Many properties to choose
from! One-bdrm.
$250/mo. Two-bdrm. •
$270/mo. Three-bdrm.
$360/mo. Four-bdrm. •
$320/mo. Many amenities
included! Going fast. Cati
now! Northern
Manag,emef"!t, 255-9262.
$200-$21 o. ·single
rooms. Individual lease in
a four-bdrm. apt. All
utilities with basic cable
included thru summer!
/
West Campus II Apts.

255-9262.
$285/MO. Two-bdrm.
apts, summer. University
and Southview apts.
Large, reasonable for fall.
Ri verside· Prope rty , 251-

8284.
APTS . NEAR campus.
Available now and next
school year, 654-6535.
APT. ROOMS available.
Men/women. Special rat;s
f or spring quarter. Cable
paid. Select Properties,

253-1154.
AVAILABLE SUMMER
and fall. Apts. and houses.
Ri verside, 251 ~8284 or
251-9418. ,
BEST DEAL on Fifth Ave.
Private rooms, two bath
apts, quiet, well-mana'ged
bldg. Specialize in
matching people to share
apts. 259-0977.
BRIDGEPORT. Three and
four-bdrm. units across
from Halenbeck Hall. 1
1/2 baths, dishwashers,

microwaves , parking ,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
ManagemenJ, 253-0910.

FEMALE TO SHARE
house. Private room .
$195. Util.ities included .
Close to SCS , 251-8564 .

CAMPUS EAST. Large
four-bdrm. units with two
full baths. Extra storage
closets , dishwashers,
microwaves , garages,
security. Heat paid.
Results Property
Management , 253-0910.

FEMALES: HOME with
private rooms. Avail. now!
Close to campus. All
utilities paid. $195 and up.
Call SM&M, 253-1100.

CENTER SQUARE. Fourbdrm. apts . Renting
spring , summer & fall.
Heat included. A/ C,
microwave, laundry. Close
to campus, 253-1320.
CHARLAMAINE APTS.
1996 summer & fall best
choice! Across from SCSI
Attractive , clean , quiet,
well-cared-for building
with classic design.
Practical price & more
perks like sun decks ,
whi rlp ool spa, reserved
heated parking,
dishwasher, microwaves.
Tour us B/ 4 U make your
choice! Cati 654-1544 to
take a look and more info.

CHEAP RENT , quality
·building and location.
Immediate opportunity
across from U-Pik-Ouik .
Heavily discounted rent
thr"u May. Details? 259-

FOR RENT. Newly
remodeled house , fivebdrms, one block from
campus, lots of parking,
women preferred. 531-

9158 or (800) 294-7839,
Mark .

COLLEGEVIEW . Fourbdrm. near SGS. Spacious,
heat paid, dishwasher,
microwave, airconditioning. $199 fall ,
$9-9 summer. Riverside
Property . Cati 251 -8284
or 251-9418.
EFFICIENCY AND one ,
two , three and four-bdrm .
apts. Close to downtown.
Also houses , many extras .
Riverside Property . Call
251-8284 o~r 251-9418.

FEMALE SUBLEASER
wanted. Beautiful , private
room in house near campus .
$185/ mo. Please call

253-4385.

OLYMPIC II. Three and
four-bdrm. units close to
hockey center . Two full
baths , dishwashers,
microwaves , garages,
security. Heat paid ,
Results Property
Management, 253-0910.
ONE OR TWO female
subleasers needed spring
quarter. Four-bdrm. apt.
$215. For more info. call
Kim, 654-8924.

253-8288.

ONE ROOM efficienc}'
available immediately and
for fall. Clean, quiet
building. Includes utilities
and cable . 259-9434.

HOUSES. Wellmaintained and prof.
managed. Great locations
for '96-'97 school year.
Responsible and respectful
students only . Dan, 2559163 or George, 252-

ONE-FOUR -bdrm. apts.

4841.

HOUSES ' 96- ' 97 school
year. 33 houses. Twobdrm to eleven-bdrm .
Respectful and responsible
students only . Dan, 2559163.

ONE , TWO , THREE and
four-bdrm . apts . Close to
SCS , heat paid . Riverside
Property, 251-8284 or

IMMEDIATELY . .
Sgls/ dbls. One and twobdrm. apts . near campus
and SE locations. Dan ,

255-9163.
LARGE- SINGLE room
wi th private bathroom and
A/ C for the older student .
Utilities included. 706-6th
Ave. S. 252-9226.
..__
MEN AND WOMEN to
share four-bdrm . apts .
Available now and spring.
Heat paid , dishwasher,
campus close . 251-6005 .

METROVIEW APTS.
Three-bdrms, close to
SCS , de't:ks, microwaves,
heat paid, air conditioning.
Riverside , 251-9418 o r

251-828'4.

656-5687.
SEVEN-BDRM. HOUSE
for lease bewtween Lake
George and campus , 8th
Ave. South . Can be divided
into a two and five-bdrm.
apt. Basic utilities
included! Leasing for
summer and fall. Call toll
free, T .J . 968-7137 or

202-968_6.
STATEVIEW : Large
four-bdrm. units near
campus. 1 1/2 baths,
dishwashers , microwaves,
parking , security , heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-09 10.

SUBLEASERS.
Sgls/ dbls. One and twobdrm . apts. Eleven-bdrm.
house. Dan, 255-9 163.
SUBLEASERS NEEDED
for March-May . Two
bdrms. one block from
campus. $190 and $200.

654-9166.

Eff. $199-$260. Offstreet parking , $15 . 259-

2052 .

HOUSING '96 -'97 . For
the most complete
selection of student housing
call Dan or George at 2559163 or 252-2052 .
·

.,/

~IL.~

after March 1. Call Tanya,
NORTH CAMPUS. One,
three and four-bdrm . units
with decks close to
CaJTlPUS. 1 1/ 4 baths ,
dishwashers, microwaves,
garages, security. Heat
paid . Results Property
Management, 253-0910.

HOUSE . Newly
remodeled. Five large
bdrms. Two baths , free
parking, utilities paid,
w/ d , quiet atmosphere.
$250, summer $110 . Dan,

0977.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS .
Private rooms, four
bathrooms, close to SCS.
Dishwasher, microwave ,
heat paid . Call 251-8284 .

~ , / ,./fJ

251-9418 .
PRIVATE ROOMS for
men and women near SCS.
Heat paid , newer apts ,
intercom entries , EPM .

SUBLET DISCOUNTS
now and spring for men and
women in four-bdrm. apts.
Heat paid, dishwashers,
EPM. 251-6005.
SUBLET SPECIALS.
Three and f.our-bdrm. units
close to SCS.
Dishwashers , micros and
heat paid . Results
Property Management,
253-0910 .

251-6005 .
SUMMER. One to fourbdrm. apts. Many houses.
Great locations. Dan, 255-

PRIVATE ROOMS in
fou r-bdrm . apts. close to
campus for summer and
fall. Includes heat,
dishwasher , microwave,
A/ C, mini-blinds, laundry. Yearly fates available.
Campus Quarters , 575-7th

TWO-BDRM. APTS.
totally remodeled. Close to
campus. Cable and parking
free . Select Properties,

St. S . 252-9226 .

253-1154 .

RAVINE APTS. Fall

TWO LARGE bdrms. in
duplex by Halenbeck Hall.
Call 251-8941.

1996 . 253-7116 .
ROOMS FOR MALE
students . $170/ mo . All
utilities paid . Four blocks
to SGS . Call 251-5246 .
ROOMMATE WANTED :
Spacious two-bdrm. apt.
$215/ mo . Female or male .
Electricity , heat, water,
parking included . Free
washer, dryer and central
air. Available anytime

9163.

TWO-BDRM : APTS . in
nice four-pfex by
Halenbeck Hall, 251-8941.

TWO-BDRM. APTS.
Close to SGS. Two , three
o r four persOflS . Airconditioning. Riverside
Property , 251-8284 or

251-9418.
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UNIVERSITY NORTH.
Two, three and four-bdrm.
Heat paid , decks,
dishwashers. Rive rside
Property , 251-8284 or
251-94 18 . .
UNIVERSITY WEST II.
Large four-bdrm. units
with spacious closets,
parking, garages, security.
Heat paid. Results
Prope rty Management ,
253-0910.
WINDSOR WEST. F ou rbdrm. units with b i-l eve ls,
dishwashers , mi c rowaves,
parking, security . Heat
paid. Results Property
Management, 253-091 0.
WOMEN. Share house,
fall $175-$225. Laundry,
parking, keyed rooms,
walking distance. Hillary,
656-0719.

BUY 2, GET 1 tow ticket
free: Hill Billy Hills snow
tubing in St. Joe is now
open with " mild to wild"
hills and tow ropes to get
back to the top. Private
parties are also available.
Call Hill Billy Hills for
more info. 363- 7797.
DATING CONNECTION.
Single? Divorced?
Widowed? St. Cloud's
i:tating service offers
personality profiles ,
photos, and video creation.
Professional, confidential.
For more information and
appointment call (612)
202-1212.
FREE FINANCIAL aid!
Over $6 billion in public
and private sector grants
& scholarships are now
available. All students are
eligible regardless of . ·
grades, income, or
parent's income. L,.et us
help. Call Student Financial
Services, (800) 263-6495
ext. F56812.
FREE T-SHIRT +
$1,000. Credit card
fundraisers for fraternity,
sororities & groups. Any
campus organizations can
raise up to $1,000 by
earning a whopping
$5/VISA application. Call
(800) 932-0528 ext. 65.
Qualified callesr receive
free T-shirt.
FUNORAISER. Motivated
groups needed to earn
$500+ promoting AT&T,
Discover, g'as and retail
cards. Since 1969 we've
helped thousands of groups
raise the money they need.
Call Gina at (800) 592·
2121 ext. 198. Free CD to
qualified callers.

GRANTS AND
SCHOLARSHIPS are

available. Billions of
dollars in grants. Qualify
immediately, (800) 2432435 (800-AID-2-HELP).
INSTANT CASH. You
keep driving . No credit
check. CapStone Auto
Pawn, 252-1490.
MONEY FOR
COLLEGE!!!! Hundreds &
thousands of grants
available to all students .
Immediate qualification.
Call (800) 270-2744.
Open Mon-Sat.
PREGNANT? Free
pregnancy testing at the
St. Cloud Crisis Pregnancy
Center . Call (612) 253·
1962 24 hrs/day. 400
East St. Germain St, Suite
205, St. Cloud.
RAISE $$$ The Citibank
fundraiser is here to help
you! Fast, easy, no risk or
financial obligation . •
Greeks, groups, t;:lubs,
motivated individuals, call
now. Raise $500 in only
one week. (800) 862- ·
1982 ext. 33.
SOUTH PADRE ISLAND.
!!! You can afford us Ill
Surf M.otel & Boomerang
Billy's Beach Bar are
located on the beach. All of
our rooms are $95 plus
tax/night for two people.
Extra person charge is only
$10/person/night. Call us
now ~(800) 72 3 -6~
.
Mention add for special
bonus!
SPRING BREAK Mazatlan
from $399. Air/seven
nights hotel/free nightly
beer parties/discounts ~
(800) 366-4 786.
http://www.mazexp .com

•••SPRING BREAK
• 9 6 • • • America's #1
spring break companyt Sell
only 15 trips and travel
free! Choose Cancun,
Nassau, Mazatlan, or
Florida! 110% guaranteed
lowest price! Confirm
your trip instantly by
phone! Call now! Take A
Break Student Travel,
(800) 95-BREAK.
SPRING BREAKS
" Hottest Trips." Cancun,
South· Padre Island and
Belize. (800) 328-7513.
http://www. studentadvtra
v.com Free food & drink
package for early sign-ups.
TOM'S BARBERSHOP,
formerly Chuck's
Barbershop. Two barbers,
all cuts. Walk-ins. 2517270, 9 Wilson SE. Special
on Weds. for ROTC and
Guard Headquarters and all
other students, $5. All
other weekdays, $6.
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHERS,
professional and courteous,

will work with you to
determine a shooting
schedule that will fit your
wedding day plans.
Specializing in can cl.ids
before, during and after
the ceremony. You retain
the negatives! i;wo
photographers to make
sure· that every angle gets
covered. Very reasonable
packages . For more
information call Paul at
654-8501
~

"'

.

I "9#MAHtilMI
$1,750 WEEKLY
possible mailing our
circulars. For in.fa . call
(301) 306-_1_207.
500 SUMMER CAMP
opportunities in NY, PA,
New England. Choose from
over 40 camps.
Instructors needed:
Tennis, baseball, hockey,
rollerblade, soccer,
lacrosse, softball,
volleyball, basketball, PE
majors, education majors,
gymnastics, english,
riding, lifeguard, WSI,
water skiing, sailing,
windsurfing ; fitness,
archery, mt. biking,
pioneering, rockclimbing,
ropes, dance, piano
accompanist, dramatics,
ceramics, jewelry,
woodshop, photography ,
radio, nature, RN's, chefs
an<ffoocf service.A rlene
(800) 443-6428 or (516)
433-8033 .

ALASKA EMPLOYMENT.
Students needed! Fishing
industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per
month. Room and board!
Transportation! Male or
female. No experience
necessary. Call (206)
-971-3510 ext. A56811.

riding, sailing, swimming,
working with children.
Cabin counselor and
activities instructors
needed at Tamahay Camp
For Girls, Akeley , MN
(218) 652-3033.
IN COLLEGE and need
money? You can make a
full-time incorTie on a part time basis . Call (800)
920-3652 or 267 -4 267.
If no answer, please leave
message.
NATIONAL PARKS
hiring . Positions are now
available at national parks,
forests & wildlife
preserVes. Excellent
benefits + bonuses! Call
(206) 971-3620 ext.
N56811.
WANT.ED:
TYPIST/RECEPTIONIST
for chiropractic office.
Knowledge of medical
terminology required.
Knowledge of Macintosh
computers helps. Between
6-10 hrs/wk. Hours
usually 4-6:30. $7.50/~r.
Call 251-3303 to schedule
interview.
WHAT'S HOLDING YOU
BACK? We are looking
for an outgoing,
.
enthusiastic individual like
yourself. If you are willinQ
to learn, we are willing to
give you the training
necessary to be successful
n the usiriess world.
Apply in person or call us
at 252-4361. Tradehome
Shoes, Crossroads
Shopping, Center.

A GREAT IDEA for
spring break! Daytona,
Bahamas, and New Orleans.
$400 or b/o. No catch!
Call Amy. (612) 8688448.

CRUISE SHIPS now
.hiring. Earn up to
$2,000+/month working
on cruise ships or landGARNET HEART EURO
tour companies. World
earrings, $29. Jewelry
travel. Seasonal & fullnever wilts. Metals Guild
time employment ·available.
between MC's and Mexican
No experience necessary.
Village.
For more information call
. SELLING: Guitar(206) 971-3550 ext.
C56812.
Epiphone Casino jazz guitar
with hard shell case $350,
EARN $500 or more
Lyon Stratocaster $175,
weekly stuffing envelopes
3/4 size fiddle with case
at home. Send long SASE
and bow $100, full-size
to: Country Living
fiddle with case and bow
Shoppers, Dept. R40, P.O.
$75. Negotiable. Call
Box 1779, Denham
253-3586 after 7 p.m.
Springs, LA 70727.

•EXTRA INCOME •95•
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing travel brochures.
For more information send
a-self-addressed envelope
to: C.C.L. Travel , P.O. Box
612290, Miami, FL 33261._
HAVE THE SUMMER of
your life and get paid for

it! Five weeks camping,

JESUS AND SATAN are
pretend. In Christianity,
Islam , etc. irlfinite torture
is love. Love is hate and
hate is love. So they love
to hate and hate to love.
Those religions which treat
atheists as non-persons
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and which do not treat
atheists with common
decency are immoral.
Some religions vilify
atheists then expect
atheists to respect that
religion 's be liefs. The
most h ate fill ed re li gions
last th e longest and acquire
the most members. That
is, the most immoral
religions last the longest
and acquire the 'most
mem b ers . Hate is power.
Skeptically question
everything with
unassailable honesty and
courage. Atheism is true.
STEPHANIE , l's be
happy. This much is true.
l 's be so full of love for
you, Otis.

~
WITNESS THE
LEGISLATIVE process!
Free travel to the state
capital for Higher Education
Lobby Day Jan. 31. Rally
Day Feb. 15. Win free
lunch at capital, 2553751.
IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
There is still time to
register for the MSUS Job
Fair '96. Stop into Career
Services today!
INTERESTED. in joining a
fraternity? Call 253·
9755.
NONTRADITIONAL
Student Support Group.
Are you married, parent,
veteran, older than 23?
Meet others, share
experiences. Meets 11
a.m. every Wednesday in
Stewart Hall 103. Contact
Shelly, 255-3171.
INFO. MEETINGS for
England study abro8d
program at 4:30 p.m. to
5:30 p.rn. Feb. 2 and 6 in
the Watab ~oom, Atwood.
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Student Society (PRSSA)
provjdes opportunities for
students of all majors.
Meets at 5 p.m. Tuesdays
in SH120. For IT'tore info.
call Erin at 240-8733.
FIRST NATIONS meets
at 4 p.m. every
Wednesday. All students
welcome. Contact
American Indian Center for
more info.
LGBT ACTIVIST
meetings are at 1 p.m .
Mondays in Women's
Center basement. Please
feel welcome to attend if
y0u're concerned with
lesbian gay bisexual
transgender rights and
community.
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Am~ak'S Srudent Adva~age
Card Reflects 15% on Winter Getaways.
Jf you want to get away from it all this winter, Amt rak' is the way to go. Especially when you can save 15% off awesome getaways with the
Student Advantage Card. Call 1-800-96-AMTRAK to get your carcl. And, take your pick of cool places, hot spots and hundreds of OLher
colorful vacation destinations designed to take your mind off the winter blues. Pick your destinalion now and call your travel
agent or Amtrak for reservations al 1-800-USA-RAIL Winter getaway seats are limited so call today

A

while the geuingS good.

A M T R A K"

NEW! SAVE ON COLOR
LASER PRINT-OUTS
Now you can make great color laser prints by usi ng the
new 600-<lpi Apple Color LascrWriter at all Kinko's
Copy Centers. For only S I .99 each, you can make
bold. bright. crisp, hi gh-resolution color printoucs yourse lf <lin.-c1ly from a Mucintosh or
IBM computer. From now on, give your
impurlant computer documents more
imp.u:t hy printing 1hcm in full color.
Apple's new color LascrWriter is
I
'
another rirst at Kinko's. It 1m1kcs full --1....,,.....~
--c1,lor 1:ompulcr print-ouls quick, cusy
:~~i~i~-:~~~\1~~:~.So stun saving on color

Open 24 Hours
259-1224

211 Fifth Avenue S.

EkJ

~· ~~~:~J

LJmit one coupon per customer
E:r:plres January 31, 1996
MASTERCARD • VISA • DISCOVER ACCEPTED
1712 Mall Germain• Downtown St. Cloud ( Across from McGrudy's)

I
I

253-7202
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~---------------~
f anninc: Headquarter5

SCSU Repertory Dance Theater Presents,

An Evening cy Concert Dance

~

7:30 p.m .
Thursday,Feb. 1, 1996
Kimberly A. Ritsche Auditorium
Stewart Hall

Students $5 / Non-Students $6

